Steam Network
Operation Assurance

Apply dynamic simulation
to mitigate the impact of
spurious upsets, which could
affect the operability of your
steam and electrical network.

EPC’s and
Petrochemical
Operators
Challenge
The steam network is responsible
for providing heat and power to the
different units of the complex. Usually,
all efforts are focused on maintaining
steam production and improving it
to the maximum, leaving aside the
important role that the network plays
in maintaining overall plant production.
A failure in the steam network can
provoke a turndown of the production
or even cause an emergency
shutdown of the plant having a serious
economic impact.

Avoid economic losses
by ensuring the operability
of the steam and electrical
network

Solution
Dynamic simulation, integrating the
process control narrative, hydraulics
and thermodynamics, has been
proven to be a valuable tool in
determining this kind of transient
and in evaluating if the units will trip.
Inprocess has a vast experience
in analyzing these situations by
simulation means and it could help
you to find an alternative solution to
avoid the trip.

Benefits
Dynamic simulation can throw
some light on main concerns in a
Steam Network. This kind of study
allows the engineer to verify or
provide alternatives to guarantee:
· The system operates within the
safety margins
· The capability of control
philosophy to mitigate the impact
of process upsets
· The stability of the electrical
network under STGs failures

The Challenge in context

Boilers

Boilers are steamproducing equipment
whose main objective is to
keep pressure within the
desired ranges.

Steam Turbine
Generator (STG)

STG are turbines specializing
in generating electrical
energy from steam.

Turbines

This equipment, unlike
STGs, is made up of turbines
that are used for rotating
equipment, such as pumps
or compressors.

Let Down Stations
(LDS)

LDS are stations dedicated
to transferring, in highpressure events, the excess
steam from high-pressure
headers to low-pressure.

Steam networks in producing plants, like refineries or petrochemical complexes, are highly integrated networks of multi pressure level steam distribution
headers and a set of equipment and units that either produce or consume steam, such as boilers, steam turbine generators (STG), turbines and let down
stations (LDS). The main objectives of the steam network are providing steam to the plant, managing the plant-produced steam and generating electricity
with the STG. If some spurious changes occur in the network, and the system is not able to maintain these goals, this may cause a partial shutdown of some
units or a shutdown of the entire complex with the subsequent economic losses.

What happens if a steam producer is lost?
When a steam production unit or boiler
fails, the steam network itself tends to
depressurize since steam supply is lower
than steam demand. Steam network
control architecture should compensate
for this boiler or production unit loss.
In case the control system does not
respond quickly enough, or the system
cannot supply that amount of steam,
the network will depressurize down to
minimum pressure values, tripping the
producing plant units.
Trip could be prevented by integrating
a feedforward controller that acts on
another boiler. Hence, a steam producer
loss is immediately compensated for,
preventing the network from noticing the
impact.
However, such implementation is
not easy, and the single action of the
feedforward controller could not avoid
the depressurization event. The figure
shows that despite the action of the
controller (green line) to mitigate the
boiler lost (blue line), network pressure
(orange line) reaches the value that
provokes the trip (dot red line).

Dynamic simulation can analyze these side effects and each of the potential
solutions in order to choose the optimal alternative for the network.
For instance:
· Change the operating condition in the main header (HP) to have a larger gap
between the normal operation and the low trip alarm
· Check if other producers can replace the loss of the steam production
· Search the Set Point for the trip of one unit to maintain the pressure in the
headers (and also a reduction of a power demand)

What happens if a STG is lost?
When an STG is lost, steam network pressure
increases. However, the main effect of losing an STG
is the loss of electrical energy production. This may
lead to instabilities in the electrical network that the
remaining STG may not be able to compensate for.
Straightaway, control narrative should take care of
stabilizing the network (since losing the STG caused
the pressurization but later it will depressurize due
to the consumption increase from other STGs) and
STGs should provide the missing energy to the plant.
A plant general power failure could happen if the
aforementioned does not occur, leading to a whole
facility emergency shutdown.
During a General Power Failure (GPF), the steam
network will show a chaotic transient. While most
producers and consumers will stop, much of the
emergency equipment (such as turbine pumps or unitspecific emergency systems) will be activated.
Under a GPF the control narrative has special relevance
since it should keep the network within optimal
operation ranges to keep the emergency systems
active.
Likewise, it is necessary to check if there is enough
steam production in the transient of the power failure to
satisfy the demand at that point, or if the power failure
itself leads to a failure in the steam network.

Dynamic simulation can throw light on all these transient
events and show how the control narrative works to mitigate
them. If it is not fast enough to deal with these transients, a
possible mitigation measure in order to reduce the impact
would be to shut down a specific unit, one that is not
essential for the process, to reduce the electrical and steam
requirements, allowing the system margin to act.

What happens if a steam consumer is lost?
When a steam consumer unit is lost,
the steam network has an excess of
steam than is not required, increasing
the network pressure. Consequently, two
actions must occur:
· the control system has to redirect the
excess to reduce the pressure (through
let down stations).
· boilers control has to reduce the
production so no more steam is going
into the network.
If let down stations and the boilers
master controller have not been able
to reduce the network pressure, highpressure protection systems (vent
controllers to atmosphere) will act.
Dynamic simulation can improve the control narrative in order to mitigate
the venting to the atmosphere or to the flare or, alternatively, it can validate
the control philosophy for the high-pressure scenarios, checking if current
controllers are sufficient of if additional safety measures need to be installed.

Summary
Inprocess applies its wide experience of using dynamic simulation in order
to support Engineering and Operating Companies to minimize the impact
of spurious upsets which could jeopardize the operability of their steam
and electrical network.

· Confirming that the system operates within the safety margins
· Guaranteeing the capability of control philosophy to mitigate
process upsets
· Verifying the stability of the electrical network under STG’s failures

Inprocess
Inprocess is a leading services
and consulting company that
supports its clients with results
from process simulation in an
effort to help them achieve safer,
more reliable and more profitable
industrial operations. Our services
and products provide guidance to
the design and the operation of
highly complex hydrocarbon and
chemical processing plants where it
is critically important for operations

to reach and remain at optimum
values. Inprocess’ independence
of any specific technology provider
facilitates our ability to exceed
customer expectations as we are
free to combine results from any
piece of software available in the
market. Our added expertise in
software development helps to
fill the functionality gaps when
commercial products do not meet
all our customer’s requirements.

Inprocess’ passion for knowledge
transfer has contributed to the
acquisition of skills by our clients,
delivering high returns in their
investments, in both current and
future projects.
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